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About This Game

Build your world
Use square building houses

Science base or Desert pyramid
To create your own architectural marvel

We have hundreds of elements for your choice

Developers say：

We want to create a truly sandbox，Now we made the box，And pour into the sand。You need imagination，Create a world。
Later we will continue to increase the elements。
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================2019==============
We have a new version in 2019

Survival version 1.1.2.0

We finally as the sandbox joined the vitality in the world

You can fight
You can explore

You can build their homes
You can grow

And you may die
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You need food
You need to water

You need a weapon
You need to be careful

We will add more interesting content
If you try

We will be very happy

Of course we have many shortcomings
This is also the place where we must strive to

We may have some slow
But we will forward all the time

================2018==============
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Ecological landscape and building

We use a small number（The map seed）Created the world
Cross the sea，On the mountain。The game has a lot of kinds of terrain can cooperate to build the different scenarios and

landscape。
Waiting for you to create works。

We offer a variety of materials in building their ideal architectural works for you
You can design belongs to your The space station or if you like the castle,You can build a castle.

Logic circuit and sports equipment

We provide many circuit，Basis function，Basic logic
combined，You can make interesting things

For example, calculators, computers, slot machines, organ
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Connecting wires, simple and easy,Current, can be seen.Convenient debugging
If you are a master, is this your art studio
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Move, rotate, Can make more machines，
Adjustment, clockwise and counterclockwise, speed

Make a huge gate

The physical system support items scattered

The explosion system

Like to stimulate
The explosion system, Give you the stimulation
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We have some items，Can be blew up the mountain。
Dirt and rocks get blown up。ut don't put too much,That will make your computer fever

（Although we has been optimized，But the players have boundless energy）

Festival elements

A major holiday, we will prepare some holiday decorations
The player can decorate his own world

2017Christmas, we have prepared these
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There are many representative, to decorate the festival.。At the same time joined the style we like。For example,The candy
house of Christmas，Cookies, candy, gift

2018The Spring Festival, we design the element of Chinese Spring Festival
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We have designed a lot of Chinese style element，Chinese style chair, Chinese jars, year after year have fish, red lanterns, Fu,
and so on。

You can try to make a Chinese streets。
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Title: Infinite Gravity
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Gravity Wave Interactive
Publisher:
Gravity Wave Interactive
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+ 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 660

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Better then doom 2016 and will probably then doom eternal.. I will be honest, audial\/visual journeys are one of the chief draws
to VR so I often gamble on the unknown. The capability to immerse, create beauty, and at the same time force the individual's
own interpretation and feeling to take part in the result. This title came out of nowhere for me, and while it isn't perfect, it deftly
delivers an experience deep and long enough that something WILL move in you by the time the music fades and the lights go
out.

I love the sound track, my style of music for sure! Some may be dynamic, but so far it seems to be the same set audio and visual
for the cycles. Not necessarily a bad thing as it is long enough you could watch it 100 times and come away with something
different every time. Still, some configurability there and in general would go a long way to insulate it from the others out there.

I would love to see further optimization to allow for user controlled streams without having to take one of the software
controlled sets away. This is visually jarring, as it just POOFS gone. :(

System wise, I tested on Rift and Vive (I will do my WMR later and update if different). I will say that the Rift experience is the
superior one. The Vive version played well, runs all the way through, but some of the capabilities like moving streamers at will
over the screen, were not functional for the Vive when I tried it; Hopefully the developer can resolve, but because of this, for
now, my recommend goes to the Oculus version and not the Vive users.

I know I will get quite a bit of relaxation time out of this one, and I hope some of you do as well!. I will save the pudding!. Uh,
that's it?. The devs changed it from zombies to a Stegosaurus, WTF WHY!!!!!!. Both are good, a bit Risky and Tricky to use,
Iru is like Altenative version of Marc with powerful passive you can use her to choose wins or Stars Norma

Mira also good if you like stabbing people from behind,and spamming traps

Sweet and Cute Voice,Decent BGM. An enchanting game. Combat without fighting, an interesting storyline. The only thing I'd
fault it on is the pacing. I found it slow, and have still yet to finish it. However I would nominate it for "Game I still want to
finish" award.
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Awesome, awesome game !! Even though it's in alpha stage i had tons of fun playing it. There is still room for improvement,
like the user interface and maybe a bigger tech tree just to spice it up even more, but i've read the developer it's still adding
features.. If you like racing, slicing up zombies with your customized car blades and burning the hell out of them, you'll love this
game. It's quite like Carmaggedon, but with better graphics and customizations. I personally really like the game, especially
because it has this classic game feeling.

10/10

Love the game.. Avoid! It doesn't work, screen resolution handling is still not fixed and you may very likely experience that it
wont display correctly and/or at least in a way that enables you to change to a proper resolution.

On my computer, it resets my resolution to 640x480 and the game then runs in a tiny window in the top left corner of the
screen, showing what looks like part of a digger, with no access to any menu or anything.

The game is seriously broken, I highly advise that you either find a demo to test it out on your rig before you throw money after
this game.. I'm a huge fan of top-down roguelikes, and this is one of the best I've seen yet (Although The Binding will always
hold a special place in my heart). The customization options are huge (285 unique spells to be discovered? Best get started) with
the ability to select not only your race, but your class. All of which are varied and interesting (And so far, fairly balanced which
is surprising) That, alongside talents you can pick every time you clear a floor, or level up (with enemys getting random bonuses
as well) hell, you even get to pick your own starting spell, which is always nice (So far, much love to shock!)

The difficulty curve is what you can expect from this genre, brutal at the start, but fair. You'll die. A lot. But it's never the game
tricking you. Every death is a learning experience.

Back to this specific game, the replayability factor is huge, due to the previously mentioned customization options, as well as the
leaderboards. Come on, who doesn't like to see their name up in lights? Ok, so you might not be able to rank it in the global top
10, but there's always personal bests\/friends high scores. The challenge system also adds further layers of depth, which is great.

The soundtrack, I'm a fan of personally, and the graphics, while basic...serve the purpose. Considering the pricetag on this game,
I'd strongly suggest picking it up.

All in all, I could sum it up in just a few words; If you even have the slightest interest in this style of game, even if this is your
first...try the Demo. Right there, on this page. Up a bit...no, bit more up...to the right...right a bit...there it is!

You'll thank me later.. Alongside the Chinese Railways CRH380D, the ICE 1 was one of the first high-speed electric trains I
picked to go into my growing library of DLC, and let's just say that I wasn't disappointed!

From what I can tell, a lot of love was put into this addon, both inside and out - however, the near-complete lack of sound in the
passenger view is somewhat odd, even though the real ICE 1 was designed to be very quiet. It seems very strange that you can't
hear any internal sounds at all!

This train is also very fast, and gathers speed at a phenomenal rate. From what I gather, this appears to be very accurate to the
real train's attributes. I often use this train to 'tour' new routes that I purchase, so that I can explore them prior to trying out the
scenarios for that route!

A welcome inclusion is passenger views in both the Standard and First Class coaches, something which even now many DLC
trains fail to include.

In conclusion, for a price of just \u00a34.99, the ICE 1 is a definite pick if you want an excellent DLC train at a budget price. I
highly recommend this train!

8\/10. The games chess engine really needs work.. While an interesting CCG, the game ultimately has a number of problems
aside from the low player population, which makes my experience almost entirely against the AI.
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As of the time of the review, here's a number of issues which need to be addressed by the game

1.  Game will randomly hang when attempting to start a new practice game. Other players have reported this also occurs
when attempting to start a normal game.

2.  The way the AI plays cards is unfair due to the simultaneous play mechanic; the AI has a tendency to play wait several
moments into a turn's main phase, then play all their cards at once, making it very difficult for human players to read
and respond to any individual action taken by the AI, which also causes problems because of the short timer.

3.  The Initiative system determines who attacks first during combat, and is governed by who played a card or activated an
ability last; unfortunately, this does not work well with the way AI plays its cards all at once, because the player either
plays all their cards early and end up being unable to respond to anything the AI does in order to keep initiative, or the
player waits for the player waits for the AI to play all their cards and loses initiative every time.

4.  Individuals have to decide which enemy to block before attackers are known, another problem of the simultaneous turn
system.

5.  Draft system costs a investment of in-game currency or real money, but (A) it's dead and you can't play against AI, and
(B) you don't keep the cards you draft.
Basically, you could say a huge problem of the game is its conceit that a simultaneous turn system is a good thing, when,
as implemented, it's a huge hindrance. Ultimately, the central conceit of the game is either poorly implemented, or just a
bad idea in the first place.. Basically what I did:

started game.
new character.
punched trees.
killed all animals for stuff.
crafted what was thought to be useful.
found it all useless.
survived the night in a 9x9 hut.
daylight came.
made pickaxe.
dug.
almost died of enemies.
ran back to top.
rated game thumbs up.

Early Access Launch Build 1.1.506 Patch Notes:
It was a crazy week for us. Returning from PAX to release BUCK's Early Access build was one crazy endurance match,
but here we are!
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Below is the sum total of what was added into this build during our last two months of development:

 Item Crafting - Buck can now craft items from Schematics and Blueprints he finds in the Wasteland.

 Weapon Modifications - Buck can now craft and install weapon mods to improve their combat behavior.

 Buck can now use Ziplines, which is nice.

 Buck's Fast-Travel map has received a visual update.

 Buck can now drop items to clear inventory space. Drag items to the bottom slot of his inventory to drop any
item.

 Fixed an issue with audio colliders not working as intended.

 Game Over screen has been removed and is now replaced with a short narration from Grit and a quick respawn.

 Added a greyscale shader effect to Grit's narrations.

 Updated all tool tips in include visual images as well.

 Buck's Journal UI has received a visual update and now has a Schematics and Blueprints sections.

 Hideout Location has been added to Buck's Map

 Buck's movements play additional equipment sounds

 Crafting Tables have been added to all levels to allow crafting during missions.

 All mission levels have increased in length by at least 60% and now have branching paths.
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 All levels have received additional visual effects such as mist and foreground objects.

 Added additional Tips for both the Weapon Locker and Crafting Stations.

 Added a new cinematic.

 All healing items now stack to up to 4 before requiring a new inventory slot

 Enemies now drop loot that is based on drop-rate chances.

 All enemy spawns now draw from a pool of pre-determined enemies and skins. This should create a more
organic feel to combat encounters.

Get ready to see a lot of bug fixes on the next update. Let us know what broke on the Steam forums and on our 
Discord Server[discord.gg]. Build 010117 Patch Notes:

 Build 010117 Patch Notes: 

(-) New Content:

* New System Operational! Nibbler's Shop:
  The Shop UI is now working and ready for testing! Press on "Resume Game" to get to the end of the build to test the
Shop UI.
  Since this UI will be used for all in-game merchants, we'll appreciate your feedback on it.
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(-) Additional Changes:

* A splash screen now players when activating the game, showing our company logo and controller recommendation.
* Attaching a controller will now update the input icons to show the relevant controller input.
* Shop UI has controller support.

"Thank you for a great ride in 2016! 2017 is going to be packed with updates, news and
gaming conferences.
BUCK releases to Steam Early Access on 25.02.17.". Implementing Your Feedback and Development Progression
Videos!:

 Tune in to GDD. BUCK: Saturday Morning Cartoon Apocalypse Still Alive:
2018 was a rough year for us..

We've prepared a brief summary of why we went silent:

https://youtu.be/f6iP_AuvR9k

Here's to a productive 2019 and have a Happy New Year!

Yours,

Wave Interactive.. Kickstarter Early Access Build 281116 | Patch Notes:

Below you will find the full list of the latest content, updates and bug fixes to the Kickstarter Early Access Patch
Notes 28.11.16:. BUCK has been updated! Introducing Melee 2.0!:
We had a challenging month and a half that was full of bug fixes and system revamps - but we feel that the new combat
system is ready for deployment!

Our first Early Access patch is a big one in terms of underlying system design and code. BUCK's entire melee system
has been re-made from scratch to support a new way to use weapons, slow motion effects, particle effects and more!
Before we continue to add story content, we decided to focus on the core gameplay of BUCK. We strongly believe that
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the new system will feel much better to use and will look absolutely killer when you dispatch enemies with new and
badass moves!

Here is the full list of changes this patch brings to the game:

INTRODUCING MELEE 2.0!

 You will no longer need to switch between your equipped weapons. Use default input W,D on keyboard and Y,B
on Xbox Controller to use your top and bottom weapon slots, respectively.

Buck can now Shoot with his Pistols in both directions.(See tips and combos for more information about Melee
and Weapon attacks).

Reverse fire with the Shotgun.

Juggle enemies in the air with Melee or Ranged Weapons.

Dodge mid-combo to reach far enemies and continue fighting.

Use Melee attacks with ranged weapons without consuming ammo.

New Guzzler move-set and attack types.Buck will now be able to switch sides during any combo to better attack
enemies from two fronts.

Buck will now be able to switch sides during any combo to better attack enemies from two fronts.

Swing the Guzzler mid-air.

Added a new screen shake effect to all of buck's weapon and melee attacks.

Added the same screen shake effect to all enemy attacks.

Added impact effects for enemies to better indicate when they are hit and by what. (Ligh flashes for melee,
small impacts for pistols and larger ones for the shotgun).

Added new Muzzle Flashes to Buck's Pistols and Shotgun attacks.Additional Changes:
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Fixed Keybindings issues.

Added a new resolution selection panel in the options menu.

Fixed an issue with Fast-Travel map functionality

Guzzler has been added to the weapon locker.

Weapon locker has received some visual updates.

The pages in Buck's journal have been changed to light-brown color to improve clarity.

If Buck dies and is pushed into a scene transition, he should no longer re-spawn with 0 HP.

Buck's angled head texture has been updated (visible when opening inventory, jumping and sliding).

Buck will now face towards the background more when talking to characters who aren't in his direct line of sight.
(Dialogues with Ace and Zack).

Buck's HUD now displays the current input for both the top and bottom weapon slots.

Each weapon slot now has it's own rebindable reload key.

Looting and interacting default key on controller has been changed to "Left Analogue Stick Down".

Fixed an animation issue that occurred when Buck jumps up instead of forward.

Buck has received a "nose job" to shorten his muzzle a bit.

Mouse support has been added to all UI elements.

Combos Screen has been updated with more information about Shotgun,
Guzzler and Pistols combos.

Some Visual tips have been updated for new controller scheme.

Guns with ammunition and additional healing items have been added to various locations.

 Steam Trading cards, wallpapers and badges have been added to the game.   

As you can see, this patch packs quite a punch! If something broke or if you run into any issues, let us know right here
on our Steam forums or on any of the following:
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[www.facebook.com]

[www.discordapp.com]

Please keep giving us your awesome feedback and watch yourself out in the Wasteland!

P.S
This is the first time we're patching our game client on Steam so it's possible that in some cases your previous save could be
lost. Please let us know if this happens to you on the forums!. Kickstarter Early Access Patch Notes:
This patch is made available exclusively for all our Kickstarter Backers who backed for an Early Alpha Reward.

These are the Patch Notes:

(-) Two New Zone Unlocked: The Junkyard & Gutless Gulch!
(-) New System Operational: Combat Items: Buck can now equip up to two healing items of any kind in his inventory.
Hold "USE" (Default F) to move items around the inventory.
When the inventory is closed, pressing F will consume the first item slot.
(-) New UI Feature: Scrollable Map - Buck's fast-travel map has received visual upgrades and navigation functionality.
Locations will now visually unlock on your map.
(-) New UI Element: Loot Scroll - Any item you loot in the game will appear at the bottom left of the screen.

Gameplay Tweaks and Fixes:

- To accommodate the new lengthier levels and harder combat scenarios, most enemies will now drop healing items and
ammunition.
- Marauders no longer stagger when hit by normal damage and will continue to advance towards Buck.
- Certain ladders and walls were re-adjusted to prevent falling off the level
- Nearly all loot caches now drop twice as much ammunition and healing items.
- Buck should feel a bit better to control in the air and while turning.
- Certain melee attacks deal increased damage and have faster animations.

Audio:
- Certain sound effects like wind and rain were lowered.
- New tracks have been added to the new levels.
- Grit now Narrates The Junkyard and the beginning of Gutless.
See post history

Let us Know what you think on our Early Access Backers Forum.
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